In 1918, a stamp misprint that mistakenly showed an inverted biplane entered circulation. Stamp history was turned upside down.

In 2013, the U.S. Postal Service is issuing a new version of the Inverted Jenny. Celebrate the stamp—and the story—with the Inverted Jenny Collector’s Edition.

**COLLECTOR’S EDITION**

A. **LIMITED EDITION PROOFS & DIE WIPE**
Proofs pulled at the time of 2013 production reveal the intaglio printing process, which began with an impression from the original 1918 die.

B. **48-PAGE BOOK**
A colorful book pursues the story of the Inverted Jenny, from how the initial error leaked to why the Postal Service is issuing the new stamp.

C. **MINT & CANCELLED SOUVENIR SHEETS**

**SALES END OCTOBER 15. ONLY 5,000 WILL BE SOLD.**

**ORDER NOW: USPS.COM/STAMPS | 1 800 782-6724**

Learn more at usap.co/jenny
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